We previously studied impulse conduction in neonatal rat cardiac monolayers covered with different types of unexcitable cells, including human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells engineered to express connexin-43 (Cx43), and found that, even at the highest coverage densities, The online-only Data Supplement is available at http://circep.ahajournals.org/lookup/suppl/Background-Cardiac cell therapies can yield electric coupling of unexcitable donor cells to host cardiomyocytes with functional consequences that remain unexplored. Methods and Results-We micropatterned cell pairs consisting of a neonatal rat ventricular myocyte (NRVM) coupled to an engineered human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cell expressing either connexin-43 (Cx43 HEK) or inward rectifier potassium channel 2.1 (Kir2.1) and Cx43 (Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK). The NRVM-HEK contact length was fixed yielding a coupling strength of 68.9±9.7 nS, whereas HEK size was systematically varied. With increase in Cx43 HEK size, NRVM maximal diastolic potential was reduced from −71.7±0.6 mV in single NRVMs to −35.1±1.3 mV in pairs with an HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio of 1.7±0.1, whereas the action potential upstroke ([dV m /dt] max ) and duration decreased to 1.6±0.7% and increased to 177±32% in single NRVM values, respectively (n=21 cell pairs). Pacemaking occurred in all NRVM-Cx43 HEK pairs with cell surface area ratios of 1.1 to 1.9. In contrast, NRVMs, coupled with Kir2.1+Cx43 HEKs of increasing size, had similar maximal diastolic potentials, exhibited no spontaneous activity, and showed a gradual decrease in action potential duration (n=23). Furthermore, coupling single NRVMs to a dynamic clamp model of HEK cell ionic current reproduced the cardiac maximal diastolic potentials and pacemaking rates recorded in cell pairs, whereas reproducing changes in (dV m /dt) max and action potential duration required coupling to an HEK model that also included cell membrane capacitance. Conclusions-Size and ionic currents of unexcitable cells electrically coupled to cardiomyocytes distinctly affect cardiac action potential shape and initiation with important implications for the safety of cardiac cell and gene therapies. (Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2012;5:821-830.)
U nexcitable stem and somatic cells genetically engineered to express specific ion channels (eg, hyperpolarizationactivated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel 1, 1 hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel 2, 2 Kv1.3, 3, 4 or inward rectifier potassium channel 2.1 [Kir2.1] 4 ) have been proposed as a means to alter the cardiac electrophysiological substrate and prevent reentrant arrhythmias and pacemaking disorders. These cells exhibit a large variety of sizes with membrane capacitances ranging from <20 pF for fibroblasts to 55 pF for mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). 5, 6 Furthermore, distinct sets of endogenous ion channels in these cells yield diverse input resistances at rest ranging from 380 to 25 GΩ and resting potentials ranging from -75 to -20 mV. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Although it is well recognized that electric coupling between cardiomyocytes and endogenous or exogenously added unexcitable cells can profoundly alter cardiac action potential (AP) shape and conduction, systematic studies of these interactions in vivo are hampered by the complex geometry of the heart, limited access to interacting cells, and low reproducibility of experimental conditions. Similarly, traditional in vitro systems involve coculture of cells with random geometry, distribution, and the number of homo-and heterotypic contacts rendering the reproducibility and quantification of results difficult. Many of these difficulties can be overcome with the use of cell micropatterning techniques to precisely control the size, geometry, and contact length of the interacting cells. 10 August 2012 these cells only modestly depolarized cardiomyocytes and did not induce pacemaking activity, despite slowing cardiac con duction by as much as 5 times. Similarly, coupling of cardiomyocytes with fibroblasts in computer models did not cause significant cardiac depolarization or pacemaking. [11] [12] [13] Other studies have, however, reported that covering cardiomyocyte monolayers at a moderate density with myofibroblasts expressing Cx43 not only slowed cardiac conduction but also induced pacemaking activity and significant cell depolarization from -78 to -50 mV. 14 Additionally, human MSCs, HeLa cells, and HEK293 cells transfected to express hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel 2 current moderately depolarized single adult canine ventricular myocytes from -75 to -65 mV and still induced pacemaking activity. 9 Although together these studies showed that coupling of unexcitable cells to cardiomyocytes can yield diverse functional outcomes, the mechanisms by which specific properties of unexcitable cells determine these outcomes remain largely unknown.
In our previous study, large numbers of micropatterned cell pairs with reproducible shape, size, and region of cellcell contact were used to quantify the frequency of structural coupling between a neonatal rat ventricular myocyte (NRVM) and different nonmyocytes. 15 In the current study, we modified this in vitro assay to precisely vary the relative size of the nonmyocyte versus cardiomyocyte, while keeping contact length (and thus coupling strength) between the 2 cells constant. We used this system to dissect the roles that unexcitable cell size, resting potential, and ionic versus capacitive currents play in affecting cardiomyocyte AP shape and pacemaking behavior. The results of this study shed new light on the roles of heterocellular interactions in cardiac electrophysiology with important implications for current and future cell and gene therapies.
Methods
Microcontact printing of fibronectin 15 was used to create large numbers of individual heterotypic cell pairs consisting of an NRVM coupled to a monoclonally derived HEK293 cell engineered to express either Cx43 HEKs or Kir2.1 and Cx43 (Kir2.1+Cx43 HEKs; Figure 1 ). The ratio of 2 cell surface areas in the pair was systematically varied over a wide range of values (otherwise unachievable using conventional cell culture techniques), while cell-cell contact length was kept constant. Whole-cell current or voltage clamp recordings were performed in single NRVMs or HEK293s, coupled NRVM-HEK pairs, or NRVMs connected through real-time dynamic clamp software to different HEK cell models (online-only Data Supplement Figure I ). Electrophysiological recordings were analyzed to determine the dependence of cardiac maximal diastolic potential (MDP), maximum rate of AP rise ([dV m /dt] max ), AP duration at 80% repolarization (APD 80 ), and pacemaking rate on the ratio of estimated HEK cell membrane surface area to NRVM membrane surface area (HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio). An expanded Methods section is available in the online-only Data Supplement.
Results

Single Cell Electrophysiological Properties
Whole-cell membrane currents were measured in single micropatterned cells with systematically varied surface area (online-only Data Supplement Figures II and III). As cell surface area increased from 1000-1550 to 2100-2650 μm 2 , input resistance in NRVMs, Cx43 HEK cells, and Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells decreased from 1.92±0.36, 4.52±0.53, and 0.649±0.22 GΩ to 0.433±0.17, 0.951±0.34, and 0.107±0.017 GΩ, respectively ( Figure 2B ). Simultaneously, with the increase in cell surface area, membrane capacitance of all cells increased linearly (slope, 1.3 μF/cm 2 ; Figure 2B ), while resting membrane potential remained unaffected ( Figure 2D ), and was, on average, -71.7±0.6, -26.5±1.9, and -72.7±0.8 mV in NRVMs, Cx43 HEK cells, and Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells, respectively. As expected, inward and outward steady-state current magnitudes in different cells increased with cell surface area ( Figure 3A -3C). Interestingly, larger cells also exhibited larger membrane current density ( Figure 3D -3F). No significant difference in any electrophysiological parameter was found in single NRVMs versus those cultured in the vicinity of HEK cells, suggesting an absence of paracrine effects of HEK cells on NRVM electric properties, similar to our previous findings. 16, 17 
Formation of Heterotypic Cell Pairs
After optimization of NRVM and HEK seeding densities, heterotypic NRVM-HEK pairs formed on ≈1% of available fibronectin islands. The HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio in micropatterned cell pairs ranged from 0.4 to 2.0 ( Figure 4A ), with individual cell surface areas that were in the range of those studied in single micropatterned cells. A 20-μm long, 1-μm wide micropatterned gap between two rectangular fibronectin islands was used to confine the site of contact between NRVMs and HEK cells to the region of the gap, resulting in a relatively reproducible cell contact length of 19.6±1.3 μm.
Gap Junction Coupling in Cell Pairs
The ability of NRVMs and HEKs to structurally and functionally couple through gap junctions was investigated by immunostaining ( Figure 4B and 4C) and dual whole-cell patch clamp recordings ( Figure 4D and 4E). Cx43 gap junctions formed at the cell border between NRVMs and HEKs ( Figure 4B ) and were also internalized within both cell types, consistent with our previous studies. 15 In contrast, pairs formed between NRVMs and wild-type HEK cells showed no detectable Cx43 staining ( Figure 4C ). 16 Applying a 20-mV voltage gradient across the cell-cell contact through the HEK patch electrode created a junctional current measured through the NRVM electrode ( Figure 4E ). Because of reproducible cell contact length, coupling conductance G j of 68.9±9.7 nS was reproducibly measured in different pairs and did not differ between NRVM-Cx43 HEK (67.1±13.0 nS) and NRVM-Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK pairs (71.3±17.6 nS). This was also expected because Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK line was derived from a monoclonal Cx43 HEK line. In the presence of gap junctional uncoupler 
Changes in NRVM AP Shape Because of Coupling With a Cx43 HEK Cell and Dynamic Clamp Models
Electric coupling of NRVMs to Cx43 HEK cells of different size yielded apparent qualitative changes in cardiac AP shape including depolarization of the resting membrane potential, decrease of AP upstroke, and increase in APD ( Figure 5A and 5B). Quantitatively, we found that MDP of NRVMs exhibited a sigmoidal dependence on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio, depolarizing from -71.7±0.6 mV in single NRVMs to -37.8±0.7 mV in pairs with a cell surface area ratio of 1.71±0.09 ( Figure 5C ). This dependence was fitted with a Boltzmann function with a half-maximum cell surface area ratio x 1/2 =1.40±0.06 and slope b=0.18±0.05. When single NRVMs were connected to dynamic clamp models containing either ionic current alone or combined ionic current and capacitance of different size Cx43 HEK cells (online-only Data Supplement Figure V) , the resulting dependence of cardiac MDP on the HEK:NRVM ratio ( Figure 5C ) and fit parameters (not shown) did not statistically differ from those measured in cell pairs. Figure 5D ). When single NRVMs were connected to dynamic clamp models containing only ionic current of Cx43 HEK cells, the sigmoidal dependence of (dV m /dt) max on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio was significantly right shifted (x 1/2 =0.73±0.05). This shift was absent when the combined dynamic clamp models containing both ionic currents and corresponding membrane cell capacitances were connected to NRVMs ( Figure 5D ).
As a consequence of coupling with Cx43 HEK cells, the NRVM APD 80 was significantly prolonged, increasing from 130.1±7.9 ms in single NRVMs to 230.5±24.1 ms in pairs with an HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio of 1.71±0.09 ( Figure  5E ). The Boltzmann function slope parameter fit to the normalized APD 80 in cell pairs (b=0.21±0.11) was significantly different from the ionic current model (b=-0.12±0.07) but not different from that found in NRVMs connected to the combined model. Other fit parameters were not significantly different between cell pairs and dynamic clamp models.
In addition to changes in AP shape, we investigated the dependence of NRVM pacemaking rate on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio. From combined assessment by patch clamp measurements and video recordings, we observed pacemaking activity in only 2 of 38 (5.3%) single NRVMs compared to 25 of 50 (50%) in NRVM-Cx43 HEK cell pairs with all 25 spontaneously active pairs having an HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio between 1.08 and 1.94 (online-only Data Supplement Figure VI ). In these spontaneously active cell pairs, the average pacemaking rate depended on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio in a biphasic manner with a peak beating rate of 1.29±0.13 Hz, measured in NRVM-Cx43 HEK cell pairs with an HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio of 1.26±0.04 ( Figure 5F ). The use of either the Cx43 HEK ionic current model or the combined model reproduced the dependence of pacemaking rate on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio with no significant difference in the fourth order polynomial fit parameters between the two models and cell pairs. The gap junction blocker carbenoxolone (100 μM) stopped pacemaking in 10/10 spontaneously active cell pairs with different HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratios (not shown). 
Changes in NRVM AP Shape Because of Coupling With Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK Cells and Dynamic Clamp Models
Next, we investigated how the NRVM AP shape was altered because of coupling with Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells of differ ent size ( Figure 6A and 6B) . MDP in NRVMs coupled to Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells or to corresponding dynamic clamp models (online-only Data Supplement Figure VII) remained unchanged compared to that of single NRVMs and equaled -70.1±0.8 mV when averaged over all studied NRVM-Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK pairs ( Figure 6C ). Despite no change in MDP, (dV m /dt) max of NRVMs was significantly decreased down to 7.2±1.6 V/s in pairs with an HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio of 1.90±0.05. This sigmoidal dependence of (dV m /dt) max on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio was fit with a Boltzmann function with x 1/2 =1.04±0.01 and b=-0.18±0.01. Interestingly, when NRVMs were coupled to Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK ionic current models, the resulting (dV m /dt) max increased with an increase in the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio. The use of the combined model was required to obtain the same dependence as that measured in cell pairs ( Figure 6D ). Simultaneously, APD 80 of NRVMs was significantly shortened with an increase in the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio, equaling 97.3±7.6 ms in pairs with a cell surface area ratio of 1.90±0.05 ( Figure 6E ). Coupling the NRVMs with Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK ionic current models yielded a sigmoidal dependence of APD 80 on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio with Boltzmann fit parameters that significantly differed from those obtained for NRVM-Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cell pairs (x 1/2 =0.92±0.03 versus 1.31±0.13; b=-0.16±0.03 versus -0.39±0.12). In contrast, the use of combined dynamic clamp models replicated the results obtained in the cell pairs. Finally, no pacemaking activity was observed in any NRVM coupled to a Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cell or connected to either the ionic current or the combined Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cell model ( Figure 6F ; online-only Data Supplement Figure VI) .
Changes in NRVM AP Shape Because of Coupling With Dynamic Clamp Capacitance Model
To dissect the specific roles that unexcitable cell capacitance plays in the alteration of cardiac AP shape, NRVMs were coupled to the pure capacitance model (online-only Data Supplement Figure I in loading capacitance corresponding to an increase in the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio. The resulting x 1/2 =0.75±0.06 in this case was intermediate to and significantly different from those obtained for NRVM-Cx43 HEK and NRVM-Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cell pairs ( Figure 7B ). In addition, applying capacitance models corresponding to increased HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio significantly prolonged cardiac APD 80 ( Figure 7C ) and yielded a sigmoidal dependence of APD 80 on the HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio with significantly different fit parameters of x 1/2 =0.45±0.08 and b=0.12±0.05. Finally, this pure capacitive loading of NRVMs using dynamic clamp software did not induce any pacemaking activity.
Discussion
In this study, we used novel in vitro assays consisting of NRVMs coupled to real or modeled unexcitable cells to dissect the effects of unexcitable cell size and ionic currents on cardiac AP shape and the occurrence of pacemaking activity. Specifically, we created a reproducible and well-controlled experimental setting by employing (1) cell micropatterning techniques to systematically vary the relative sizes of HEK cells and NRVMs, while keeping their coupling strength constant, (2) genetic engineering of HEK cells to enable expression of gap junctions and specific ion channels in a monoclonal fashion, and (3) dynamic clamp models of engineered HEK cells to dissect the relative roles of unexcitable cell capacitance and ionic currents in shaping the AP of NRVMs. Using this system, we showed for the first time that coupling of cardiomyocytes to unexcitable cells of increasing size (ie, increased capacitive loading) strongly depresses cardiac AP upstroke and prolongs APD. Specific ionic currents of unexcitable cells further modulate the AP upstroke and APD and determine cardiac MDP and pacemaking activity.
Choice of Unexcitable Cell Type
We chose HEK cells as the unexcitable cell type for the described studies because they are permissive to the stable monoclonal expression of exogenous ion channel and gap junction proteins and were able to occupy a large range of micropatterned cell surface areas. Two monoclonal cell lines were selected: (1) Cx43 HEKs, because their depolarized resting potential of -26.5 mV falls in the range of those reported for bone marrow-derived MSCs 6 and skeletal myoblasts 18 used in cell therapies for infarct repair, as well as cardiac fibroblasts 8 and myofibroblasts 5 that recently have been proposed to electrically couple with cardiomyocytes, 19, 20 and (2) Kir2.1+Cx43 HEKs because their resting membrane potential of -72.7 mV is similar to that of genetically modified cells proposed for cell therapies for tachyarrhythmias. 4,7
Dependence of HEK Cell Electrophysiological Properties on Cell Size
Varying the size of individual HEK cells or NRVMs caused no significant change in their resting membrane potentials, as the cell capacitance increased linearly with patterned cell surface area with a slope of 1.3 μF/cm 2 that was comparable to reported specific membrane capacitance values of ~1.1 μF/cm 2 for HEK cells. 21 The measured values for Cx43 HEK input resistance at rest were consistent with those previously reported for unpatterned HEK cells (1-5 GΩ). 22 Membrane ionic currents in HEK cells increased with cell capacitance, but curiously, despite the use of monoclonal cells, this increase was nonlinear, as the larger cells showed increased membrane current densities ( Figure 3D and 3E) , similar to what has been previously reported in rabbit sinoatrial node cells. 23 This nonlinear change in membrane currents with cell size required that the dynamic clamp models of engineered HEK cells incorporate exactly measured current-voltage relationships instead of simply injecting currents with amplitudes proportional to the modeled cell capacitance. 
Relevance of Strong Heterocellular Coupling to Cardiac Cell Therapies
Forced expression of Cx43 in HEK cells in conjunction with controlled length of their contact with NRVMs yielded strong heterocellular gap junctional coupling with a reproducible conductance of ≈69 nS that was significantly larger than the resting input conductances of micropatterned HEK cells and cardiomyocytes (0.22-19.6 nS; Figure 2A ). The observed coupling strength was in the range of strong coupling values previously reported between pairs of neonatal or adult cardiac myocytes or unexcitable cells engineered to overexpress Cx43. [24] [25] [26] [27] Dynamic clamp experiments further showed that the measured electrophysiological effects for G j =69 nS remained unchanged when G j was reduced to 10 nS but were significantly attenuated when G j was further reduced to 1 and 0.1 nS ( Figure 5C-5F ). This finding is in agreement with modeling studies of cardiomyocyte loading by fibroblasts, which have suggested that for G j >8 nS, the loading effects of fibroblasts on cardiac conduction velocity, APD, and (dV m /dt) max remain unchanged (saturated). 11 Although the exact G j when this saturation effect occurs will depend on the unexcitable cell and cardiomyocyte input resistances, we speculate that our findings could be directly relevant for therapies that use unexcitable cells able to strongly couple with host cardiomyocytes, such as MSCs (G j =9 nS 9 ), or cells genetically engineered to overexpress connexin proteins. 24
Effect of Unexcitable Cells on Cardiac MDP
Increasing HEK cell size reduced the HEK input resistance relative to that of NRVMs yielding an MDP depolarization in NRVMs coupled to Cx43 HEK cells with a relatively positive resting potential or no change of MDP in NRVMs coupled to Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells with a resting potential similar to that of NRVMs. Specifically, depolarization of cardiac MDP resulted from the presence of increased inward currents (at V m <-26.5mV) in larger Cx3 HEK cells ( Figure 3A) . These results were fully reproduced in dynamic clamp studies using HEK models with ion currents alone, signifying the dominant role that steady-state current-voltage (I-V) relationships in unexcitable cells strongly coupled to cardiomyocytes play in setting the cardiac MDP, not only in quiescent but also in pacemaking cells (at least for the resulting pacemaking rates with cycle lengths significantly longer than the cell membrane time constants; Figures 2C and 5F ).
Effect of Unexcitable Cells on Cardiac AP Upstroke
On the contrary, cardiac AP parameters that depended on relatively fast changes in V m (ie, [dV m /dt] max and APD 80 ) showed significant dependence on the HEK capacitive current. Specifically, increasing the size of Cx43 HEK cells slowed (dV m /dt) max by the additive contribution of both HEK ionic current and capacitance ( Figures 5D and 7B) . Although HEK ionic currents contributed to upstroke slowing by increasing cardiac MDP and, as a result, inactivating sodium channels, the HEK capacitance further reduced (dV m /dt) max by diverting a fraction of the depolarizing charge away from the NRVM. In NRVMs connected to Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells, in which no change in cardiac MDP was observed, increased capacitive load was the only source of upstroke slowing (Figures 6D and 7B ). This significant contribution of capacitive loading to decrease in (dV m /dt) max is consistent with our previous studies where a large decrease in conduction velocity in NRVM monolayers loaded with Cx43 HEK cells was accompanied by only a moderate depolarization of cardiac resting potential. 16 Taken together, these results indicate that implantation of any unexcitable cells of sufficient size able to strongly couple to host cardiomyocytes, including those that match cardiac resting potential (eg, by forced expression of potassium currents), would be expected to significantly reduce cardiac (dV m /dt) max , locally slow conduction, and potentially generate a proarrhythmic substrate. Genetic engineering of small unexcitable cells (that do not impose significant capacitive load) along with the use of strong promoters to express large ionic currents would give the least nonspecific effects caused by endogenous membrane properties of the implanted unexcitable cells. In addition, the forced stable expression of both inward and outward currents in unexcitable cells (as done in our recent study) 24 will be needed to prevent the negative effects on AP upstroke and permit safe and efficient cell therapies.
Effect of Unexcitable Cells on Cardiac APD
Increase in unexcitable cell capacitance not only yielded slowing of AP upstroke, but also significantly prolonged cardiac AP repolarization ( Figure 7C ) because the discharge of HEK and NRVM capacitances took longer than the discharge of NRVM capacitance alone. In the cell pairs, the APD increase because of pure capacitive loading of NRVMs was opposed by the flow of outward currents at V m >-26.5 mV in Cx43 HEKs ( Figures 3A and 5E ), aiding early cardiac repolarization ( Figure 5A ), or at V m > -72.7 mV in Kir2.1+Cx43 HEK cells ( Figure 3B ), aiding both early and late repolarization ( Figure 6A ). Collectively, these results show that the net APD prolongation or shortening in cardiomyocytes coupled to unexcitable cells will be determined by the specific unexcitable cell current-voltage relationship, whereas unexcitable cell capacitance (size) will only act to prolong the APD. Consistent with previous modeling studies of fibroblasts coupled to cardiomyocytes 11, 12 and dynamic clamp studies of a cardiomyocyte loaded by a resistorcapacitor circuit with battery, 28 the unexcitable cells with hyperpolarized resting potential (relative to that of NRVMs) shortened cardiac APD, whereas those with relatively depolarized resting potential prolonged cardiac APD. Besides the resting potential, our studies establish unexcitable cell size (capacitance) and expression of specific ion currents as additional independent and potent modulators of cardiac APD.
Effect of Unexcitable Cells on Cardiac Pacemaking
Spontaneous activity in NRVMs coupled to Cx43 HEK cells was induced for a range of HEK cell sizes (HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratio of 1.08-1.94) with pacemaking rates that depended in a biphasic fashion on the amplitude of HEK ion currents and did not depend on HEK cell capacitance ( Figure  5F) . Specifically, increased inward currents in larger HEK cells (for V m <-26.5 mV; Figure 3A ) yielded NRVM depolarization that not only decreased the threshold for activation of inward currents (first sodium and then L-type calcium) to promote pacemaking, but also inactivated these currents to ultimately prevent any excitation. Significantly, pacemaking in NRVM-Cx43 HEK pairs was induced and modulated solely by the relative difference in the sizes of the 2 cells (and endogenous HEK currents) without a need for the additional expression of any exogenous pacemaker currents in HEK cells. Conceivably, this pacemaking activity was driven by the inflow of current from Cx43 HEK cells into NRVMs through gap junction channels 29 and may have been additionally contributed by the activity of the cardiac sodium-calcium exchanger, similar to modeling studies in cardiomyocytes with reduced I K1 . 30
Limitations
Cells used for cardiac therapies, such as MSCs, often have larger sizes compared to HEK cells (55.2 pF 6 capacitance in MSCs compared to the maximum HEK capacitance studied here of 31.0 pF). However, size and I K1 expression in adult cardiomyocytes are also larger than in the neonatal myocytes studied here, 31 so the net loading effects in adult myocardium may be attenuated compared to those found in this study. In the adult setting, the most readily observed effect of coupling to unexcitable cells is expected to be the decrease in cardiac (dV m /dt) max since this change occurred at the smallest HEK:NRVM cell surface area ratios and independently of the unexcitable cell MDP. Decreased (dV m /dt) max would be further expected to yield conduction slowing with potential for arrhythmogenic outcomes.
In addition to findings from our simplified in vitro assay, the electrophysiological effects of host-donor coupling in situ will also depend on other factors, including the number of unexcitable cells coupled per myocyte, spatial distribution of this coupling, and position of engrafted unexcitable cells relative to the direction of propagation. Different tissue engineering strategies 10 may be used in the future to systematically study functional roles of these more complex heterocellular interactions and design safer and more efficient cell and gene therapies.
